No could any thing inclined to more justice; for while the different branches of any government concur to each other, the functions peculiarly belonging to each, its harmony is retarded, its juridical execution, and its strength confected. That the privation-law was capable of a legislative effect, will appear from the presentment of a plain case. Had the Trustees entered into contract with an individual, for the payment of money on the fulfillment of certain conditions, they might be compelled to the issue to make the payment good. If the Legislature in the mean time, had the power of making a law taking away the property of the corporation, it is evident it must operate upon their individual estates, so far as should be necessary for the accomplishment of their purposes. But it is time to return more particularly to the Citizens, when I have been allowing some little opportunity to breathe.

If the author was a member of the House of Assembly, at the time when this law was made, and had any part in the transaction, it must be on some reason or another stated in his publication, I am told to say they were at least expressions over. If it is alleged, he says, that every objectivity in the word and under it is a direction to the minds of the students on political subjects, favorable to a